ROTORS, PADS
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CORNER THE MARKET IN RACE BRAKE COMPONENTS
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By Louise Ann Noeth
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is simple: The “whoa” is just
as important as the “go.”
The more “go” you got, the better your
“whoa” better be.
This is difficult: Accepting that brake
systems conversations are as important
a topic as going fast.
This is smart: Spending for a package
that is developed by both sides—supplier
and customer.
That being said, an essential question
to answer is whether the customer wants
to win, or simply participate. The response
frames the rest of the conversation.
Regardless of intent, all racers have
common braking challenges that must
be addressed, and a clever retailer
that walks his/her customers through
the checklist ought to boost customer
satisfaction together with sales. You
can bet that every successful racing
brake manufacturer will tell you it is
unrealistic not to do so.
In fact, we asked several brake
component manufacturers to
share their “brake smarts.” And
we gathered five areas of critical
focus from their input. It’s your
job to help the racing customer
understand each one before their
car turns a wheel under power.
1. Component Packages.
Understand that the tire stops the
race car. Here is the highest truth in
racing brake systems: If you anger
the tire you won’t make the quick lap
or elapsed time. It does racers no good
to have all the latest, trick equipment on
their race cars if their brake systems are
not balanced to the platform.
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Brake system manufacturers tout the “Made in the USA” component of production as a hallmark of
quality. And Aerospace Components, whose Mustang Front Brake Kit is pictured here, is no exception,
as all of the company’s brake calipers and brackets are made from high-strength billet 6061 aluminum.

The car’s platform always comes first,
and the balance of the brakes should
never upset the balance of the car. The
best braking systems optimize tires,
suspension and driving techniques to
perform effectively. This ranks higher
than “driver feel.” Brake system setup
and preferred feel can vary immensely
between drivers and tracks, not to mention
suspension setup on any given car.
When a racer is constantly taking
extreme, off-baseline actions on the track,
something deeper is wrong. If the car is
not utilizing the entire available grip under
braking, the racer will lose position and,
ultimately, races.
T h i s i s w h e re t h e n e e d f o r t r u e
understanding of the function of each
component within the system becomes
vital. Racers who develop a good working
relationship with a capable brake support
technician for advice tend to avoid
problems. For instance, purchasing an
undersized brake kit for the weight of the
vehicle means poor performance and the

likelihood of eventual brake failure.
Brake bias must be carefully set up. Be
attentive to balancing the front and rear
braking bite for each race track that the
car will contest. There is a reason why
Formula 1 and Indy cars have a brake
bias adjustment on their steering wheels.
Engine location—front, mid, or rear—as
well as steering input must be considered
when accounting for weight transfer in
braking. Above all, understand the loads
at specific points in the track before
making any component choices.
Think of a rotor as the “radiator” of the
brake system. The seduction of using
lightweight parts is tempting, and while
reducing rotating and unsprung weight
can dramatically improve performance,
the rotor must have the proper mass and
surface area to absorb and dissipate the
heat being generated. Without it, there
is no amount of cooling ducts that will
prevent heat-related failures.
Don’t overlook rotor temperature
monitoring. Using a pyrometer to check

Boost racers’ confidence behind the wheel with setup and
selection tips from leading brake component manufacturers,
who also describe their latest product developments.
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rotor temps when back in the pits is not a
complete picture of on-track conditions.
The simple use of heat-indicating paint
on the rotor, evaluated against visible
component condition and system
response feedback from the driver, is
invaluable when weighing rotor selection
and cooling efficiency.
2. Pads. The brakes should be as good at
the end of the race as they are at the start.
Brake pad material, like brake cooling,
is at the core of this. All brakes will fade

SINCE 1978, we’ve continually pushed the boundaries of performance
in keeping up with the demand of racers and engine builders alike.
We’re not stopping now! Give us a call or check us out on-line and
see what Ross Racing Pistons can do for you.

All racers confront braking challenges, and
retailers that can walk their customers through
diagnoses and solutions can boost customer
satisfaction as well as sales. For the dealer, that
requires at least a fundamental understanding of
some critical focus areas, including component
packages, installation and maintenance.
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eventually; the goal is to build enough
capacity into the system to prevent fade
with design and material choices.
Know the heat range in which the
axle operates in order to select the right
compound for the duty cycle. Frontengine, front-wheel-drive cars often
require a very heat tolerant friction
material capable of operating up to
800 degrees Celsius (1450 degrees
Fahrenheit), while the rear axle may never
see brake rotor temperatures above 350
degrees C (650 degrees F).
The highest braking torque on a single
front wheel routinely exceeds the entire
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torque output of a typical engine. Using
the same pad compound front and rear
when the workloads are completely out of
balance can cause sudden brake torque
variations, making the car unstable while
instantaneously producing unwelcome
seat pucker.
What time is the race? Day? Night? The
big differences in tire temperatures will
affect braking needs. Cold, rainy days
beg for softer pad compounds because
braking temperatures will be lower.
Any adjustments to the sway bar or the
suspension will require a bias recheck to
compensate and rebalance for optimum
traction for the given conditions.
3. Installation. Installation is as critical
as choosing the right part. Both need to
be done correctly to ward off preventable
failures. The most common installation
problem, according to our experts, comes
from not checking the run-out. Failure to
measure it can ruin rotors by creating disc
thickness variation (DTV). Not hard to do,
but it requires a dial gauge.
Avoid run-out problems by properly
cleaning all the mating surfaces during
installation. Don’t hurry, or short-shift
the sanitizing process. Check fasteners
regularly to be sure everything stays tight.
Warn customers to avoid over torquing
the lug nuts. Failure to properly torque the
wheels can easily warp a hub, and will
lead to uneven rotor wear.
Different pad compounds require
d i ff e re n t b e d - i n p ro c e d u re s . N o t
following manufacturer instructions can
trash product performance. Check the
instructions each time—something may
have changed since the last change out.
Trend Alert: Got limited time for brake
pad and rotor bedding? Pro teams get
pads and rotors dyno bedded, reducing
wasted time at the track. This method
often costs less (on a per hour basis)
than running the race car for the same
purpose, and eliminates the risk of
glazing the pads or cracking the rotors
when trying to rush the process.
4. Fluids. Reliability is bolted to
maintenance. Use of a high-quality
racing brake fluid that is changed often is
critical. Bleeding the brakes regularly will
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generally prevent any fluid fade issues.
If fluid fade (when “pumping up the
pedal” regains stopping power) remains
a problem, selecting a pad with a lower
thermal conductivity often helps.
If the brake fluid gets boiled, replace
the seals in the brake calipers. Most
caliper seals are EPDM rubber, and
will harden if exposed to temperatures
beyond 400 degrees F. Seals do more
than keep fluid in and air out. They also
retract the piston after the brake pedal is
released. Hardened seals may not retract
the piston properly, allowing the pads to
drag more than they should and adding
excess frictional heat into the system.
5. Maintenance. Cultivate multiple
checklists. Confirm all items on those
checklists are happy, and only then will
everything, including the brakes, perform
as expected.
How is the pedal moving? Pedal
pressure, travel and firmness must all
allow efficient modulation by the driver.
Check for leaks. Is the caliper in good
condition? Make sure the pads are not
worn down too close to the backing plate.
Don’t push dirty pistons back into the
caliper body without cleaning them during
a pad change. Failure to periodically
replace the piston O-rings during that
same service interval is asking for trouble.
Verify the rotor and the hat are both in
good condition. Change them if there is
any excessive wear or cracks before a
problem emerges.
Is the car not stopping correctly? Have
customers check the brake line pressure;
if undersupplied, it is usually caused by
incorrect pedal ratio. There should never
be air in the system.
Remind customers to stay disciplined
when preparing the car. As an example,
take a look at what professional teams do
and mimic them. Go watch at the garage
door in the pit.
Technology Frontier
Racers often seek weight savings, and
sensible planning can save pounds per
corner. Computer design is permeating
all aspects of R&D, resulting in more
effective parts at reasonable price points.
Chemical and material engineers are
86
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looking for reductions using metallic,
ceramic, mixed carbon, and more.
“Unfortunately, evolution, not revolution
is the name of the game with friction
materials,” observed Ian Berwick of Pagid
Racing, Cape Coral, Florida. “Incremental
changes are small, but can pay huge
dividends in race results.”
Sensors for caliper, fluid, rotor surface,
and pad temperatures are gaining
attention. New composite material pistons
can handle extreme temperatures without
transferring the heat to the brake fluid,
which eliminates the main cause of
brake fade.
Wei Lin of Neo Motorsport America
in Woodbridge, Ontario, Canada, sees
advances in brake cooling and materials.
“How to keep brakes stable at operating
temperature would be the key aspect
in brake research. The modular caliper
promises less caliper deflection while
under load and the reduced mass from
new materials and construction design,”
said Lin.
Phil Stubbs of Alcon Components in
Arlington Heights, Illinois, believes the
road to improving driver confidence is
achieved via the stiffest caliper at the
least amount of weight. “When a caliper
flexes, part of the driver’s effort is lost to
deflection in the system,” he said. “We
use data from race teams, like brake line
pressure, to set up deflection parameters
in the design process based on actual
on-track data.
“A stiffer caliper also ensures pads
wear evenly, not to mention improving
driver confidence,” he continued. “As
friction materials improve, it drives
our rotor development. Optimization
software is now trickling down to serve
a broader base of motorsport, as new
manufacturing techniques have reduced
the time to machine the complex shapes.”
Over at Essex Parts Service in
Cramerton, North Carolina, the US
distributor for AP Racing, Ken Gordon
agreed that design optimization software
is leading the charge into refining brake
components. This software takes given
parameters, and then states where to put
the material in the calipers.
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“This design method has been a huge
leap forward,” he said. “This gave AP
Racing the RadiCal family of calipers.
The braking performance increase from
these new caliper designs has all been
achieved within the new more restrictive
rules climate.”
Improved brake vane design has
increased surface area with the same
size, less mass, and better cooling
freshening choices in cast iron brake
discs. AP Racing updated this mature
technology performance, bringing new
cooling with “S vane” increased surface
area design without weight increase.
“All drivers learn to modulate the brakes
to their comfort level,” said Gordon. “That
feel allows them to stay on their respective
game, expecting a certain response each
time. The ‘pull’ master cylinder changed
the game so radically that drivers often
detected a significant change in less
than a lap.”
Yoni Kellman of DBA/USA in Evergreen,
Colorado, believes composites are
trending with rotors and pads because
racers also want to manage thermal
issues. “Carbon can do all that,” he said.
“It’s a cool, ‘wow’ factor, but a carbon
rotor and pad setup easily runs in the
thousands of dollars.”
Carl Bush of Wilwood in Camarillo,
California, added, “A brake caliper is
still just a hydraulic clamp. A rotor is
still just a round disc. A master cylinder
is still just a small hydraulic pump, and
so forth. Our focus remains building
highly efficient, close-tolerance, highstrength parts using the best materials,
machinery and processes to get the job
done precisely and cost effectively in a
form and function applicable to prevailing
need and demand.”
Luca Brusamolino of Brembo in
Plymouth, Michigan, astutely observed
technological progress as complicated,
because advancements are made on
different levels at times with the various
components: caliper, pads, rotors and
pedal box assembly. “Brembo is focused
on working to improve the entire corner
as a whole system,” he explained. “We
work on weight saving characteristics
Performance Racing Industry
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we are looking into thermo mechanical
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against exceeding the fluid’s boiling point
as well as to keep the pedal stable at high
temperatures. Here, I see the brake fluid
weights being reduced.”
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Maintaining a highly functioning brake system
means working through multiple checklists. To
ensure optimal performance, ask questions such
as: How is the pedal moving? Is the caliper in
good condition? Are the rotor and hat in good
condition? Is the car not stopping correctly?
Photo courtesy of Wilwood.

Brembo is working on a “brake-bywire” (BBW) system based on the brake
pedal producing an electrical signal that
triggers electromechanical actuators
placed in the brake of each rear wheel.
Valving and a simulator provide the driver
with all-important pedal feedback.
At Caparo Vehicle Technologies in
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, United
Kingdom, the majority of technology
development is focused on caliper
and friction, noted Anthony Blackwell.
“ T h e re i s a l s o a g o o d p o r t i o n o f
development within the internal geometry
of brake discs. But the most noticeable
developments deliver enhanced caliper
stiffness, resulting in improved brake
responses and pedal feel, as well as
improved bite and wear characteristics
through the friction compounds,” he
explained. “Particularly within singlepiece (monobloc) calipers, other parts
of the assembly—such as pistons and
caps—need updating to deliver improved
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“At a race, I am always the most boring guy
because I am the one who wants to slow you
down, not make you faster,” quipped one brake
component manufacturer, who told us that over
the last half-century, the majority of evolution in
this category has come from material selection
as opposed to changes in general concept.

thermal management, allowing the caliper
to work harder, and continue to deliver
high braking performance at sustained,
high operating temperatures.”
Within those main components, Caparo
has developed “specific bridge geometry
used in some of our high-performance
NASCAR calipers to reduce pad drag and
knockback—improving brake response—
and ultra lightweight pistons with high
flow piston caps, delivering improved
thermal management and significantly
reducing the likelihood of fluid leakage
at temperature—which results in loss
of pedal feel—as sometimes seen with
titanium pistons,” Blackwell added.
Who’s Driving Technology?
I n p u t f ro m r a c e r s , a u t o m a k e r s ,
manufacturers, sanctioning bodies
and academia, as well as government
regulations, ensures motorsports is awash
with plenty of improvements for specific
types of racing.
An off-road buggy and sprint cars
have dust issues, while the Indy car
crowd tweak in-car bias adjustment
control, and road racers shop an array of

pad compounds. All the manufacturers
we contacted have in-house R&D
departments, but also rely on everevolving input from racing customers
and other parts suppliers.
At Performance Friction in Clover,
South Carolina, Darrick Dong reported
in-house improvements make up the
bulk of its developments. “We prefer to
do things here in Clover to have total
control over quality protocols and the
design review process. We are one of the
few companies that build 100 percent of
the hot end components in-house. We
understand the complexity of friction
materials optimization, especially how
the architecture works together—the
disc, pads and the calipers—all the
interaction characteristics.”
“Made in the USA” frames the
production approach at Aerospace
Components in St. Petersburg, Florida,
where the company performs a great
deal of in-house work for drag racing
in addition to sponsoring the NHRA
Excellence in Engineering Award, given
to the individual who brings a unique edge
in craftsmanship and technology to each
national event.
“We attend so many events,” said Kim
Kussy, who together with her husband
and business partner Alan are licensed
pilots that fly in to many races. “We walk
the pits, shake hands and talk to the
racers. It’s how we stay connected to
determine what racers might require in
the future.”
The company’s most recent and
substantial improvements have been
in composite piston materials and pad
compounds that can handle extreme
temperatures without transferring the
heat to the brake fluid. All Aerospace
Components brake calipers and brackets
are made from billet 6061 aluminum, not
weaker, porous castings, reported Kussy.
Kellman said that while a variety of
motorsports innovations have filtered in
from aircraft and aerospace, at DBA,
the company conducts its own search
for improvements and operates its own
Australian foundry. “At a race, I am always
the most boring guy because I am the one
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who wants to slow you down, not make
you faster,” quipped Kellman. “Tracking
back the last 50 years, the evolution has
mostly come from material selection, not
from general concept changes.”
Brembo’s prototypes require testing,
and this process is shared with customers
who are able to help them move the
product forward. “We discuss with our
customer what we are working on and
how we might partner together on track,”
noted Brusamolino. “Simultaneously, we
perform in-house dyno work and lab
testing. After track tests we go back to
the lab with the results and make the
required improvements.”
New ‘Whoa’ Ways
All participants in this report were
enthused with their work in motorsports.
At Neo Motorsport, it’s road racing
and drifting competitions where they are
working on lighter aluminum calipers as
well as developing a carbon/metallic pad
for use on cast iron rotors. “Improvements
in manufacturing technology, such
as crystal bonding, is bringing less
warpage,” said Lin. “We found that crossdrilled rotors weakened and cracked
earlier due to heat stress, and of course,
led to unwanted vibration. We are also
working on an in-car brake bias adjuster
using a module that will be available
first as a stand-alone component, and
then intend to integrate the feature into
existing data acquisition systems in the
near future.”
Pagid Racing’s Berwick reported
the company is working to grow its
applications list with new offerings freshly
graduated from two years of development
for RSL (for endurance racing) and RST
(for rally, sprint, and stock cars).
New from Alcon is its full range of five
stiffer calipers, specifically for NASCAR
Cup racers, that cools more efficiently
without increasing weight. “Not only
have our calipers been approved by the
sanctioning body, but they are designed
to be used for a number of years,”
reported Stubbs, soon after victories at
Martinsville, a punishing track for brakes,
and another at Bristol.
“We are developing a line of flat disc
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rotors, or ‘rotor rings’ designed to be
used with existing two-piece brake
systems,” noted DBA’s Kellman. “We not
only want to be the chosen aftermarket
supplier for the Nissan GTRs, Porsches
and Mercedes, but we are expanding
our replacement ring product offerings.”
For Brembo, carbon brakes and carbon
ceramic brakes clamp on at the top
level of racing. “We are pushing hard
in NASCAR to change the approach,
to encourage a larger point of view,”
revealed Brusamolino. “And here, Brembo
is controlling cooling in ways that also help
improve aerodynamic friction. Rotors, if
properly designed, can cool themselves
without additional cooling support.”
Performance Friction now offers a
continuous wound carbon/carbon brake
system that has proven its worth by

“A stiffer caliper also
ensures pads wear evenly,
not to mention improving
driver confidence.”
winning the overall of 24 Hours of Daytona
and 12 Hours of Sebring. It is also touting
its ZR77/78 monobloc six- and four-piston
calipers with patented pad retraction
system for absolute zero drag.
“It is capable of working in a very
harsh environment with ABS,” said Dong.
“This system will soon be found on a
major European GT3 manufacturer. Our
patented V3 system is a two-piece disc
design featuring a unique double-rolled
retainer ring, which eliminates traditional
brake hardware. By eliminating the
hardware, it reduces service maintenance
time and, on average, reduces weight
by as much as two pounds per corner.”
AP Racing supplies brake components
to a variety of racing segments, including
the last eight years worth of NASCAR
Championship winning cars. Essex
Parts Service’s Gordon mentioned AP
Racing’s new, race-tested R4 Racing
Brake Fluid boasting a dry boiling point
of 644 degrees F (a big leap up from
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607 degrees F), and explained that
this fluid is now widely used in all types
of motorsports. “Many Indy car teams
have adopted this spec,” he said. “Small
dealers ought to look at this for their
shops; the credibility is already there, half
the sales job is already done. Remember,
big teams have all tested the product. If
the top teams can have anything they
want, then look at what they are using.
It must work, so why won’t it help the
little guy?”
Gordon further believes innovative
energy regeneration for hybrid systems
and fully electronic/magnetic braking
systems are on the way.
Aerospace Components added a full
line of brake kits for the 2015 Mustangs
and Camaros in response to its discovery
that many of these street cars are being
used mainly for racing, not as grocery
getters. “Most of our employees are
racers—they have been on the track
and understand what they are selling,”
revealed Kussy. “Alan and I are also
racers. We race what we make.”
Wilwood has recently introduced the
latest version of its Grand National caliper
series. The Quick-Silver/ST configuration
features a highly temperature resistant
and durable nickel-based finish, with
insulated Thermlock pistons to withstand
sustained high-heat cycles observed in
asphalt stock car racing and road racing.
The development of the new GN6R/ST
was driven first by the goal to replace the
older cast body, lug mount technology
version of this popular caliper with a
forged-body, radial-mount model that also
meets the specific requirements for SCCA
Pro Racing’s Trans Am TA2 division.
Wilwood has also updated its brake
pedal line and Super Alloy Series racing
rotors. For spec category racing requiring
stock type mounting, but allowing
aftermarket non-iron replacements,
Wilwood’s new forged aluminum D154
metric calipers with stainless steel pistons
provide a lightweight, heat-resistant
alternative with measurably stronger
bridges to resist deflection and separation
under load when compared to any cast
aluminum body.
z
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